ENJOYING YOUR CIGAR

The smoke from a cigar should not be inhaled; pleasure should be derived from the flavor and aroma of the smoke being swirled inside your mouth. Your cigar should be smoked slowly. By smoking your cigar too quickly, you will introduce harsh, bitter flavors that will spoil the cigar.

As you continue to smoke your cigar, you will notice that the flavor continually changes. This is because the smoke that you are pulling through the remaining tobacco is intensifying the flavors.

Cuaba Divinos 3.9” Ø 42

The Hand Made Cuban cigar darker wrappers give a slightly sweeter taste with hints of spice and underlying earthy tones that are very pleasing. A good, Hibiscus to a sweet and Smokey finish leaves you wanting another one.

Strength: Medium to full bodied
US $ 25

Hoyo de Monterey - Petit Robusto 4” Ø 50

A perfectly capped short robusto with a great wrapper. The flavor profile is diverse and sophisticated with meaty spicy flavors that take on a good shot of cocoa and leather. It gets better & better as it is smoked. Intense and very quickly powerful, woody, nutty tones do make an in-and-out appearance between the Light to Medium bodied smoke. The finish is very strong and rich.

Strength: Light to Medium bodied
US $38.00

Punch - Corona Gorda 5 5/8” Ø 46

This is a very pleasant and relaxing Corona Gorda that is there to help you enjoy the moment. A light and enjoyable smoke, with floral and vegetable aromas. The second third is marked by a herbal spiciness. The beauty of this cigar is that is can be smoked right up to the thumb.

Strength: full-bodied
US $38.00

All prices are in US Dollars & subject to 10% service charge and 12% G.S.T.
List is subject to change.
Cohiba - Siglo III 6” Ø 42

A medium bodied Havana that delivers a smooth oily smoke, with hints of nutmeg and cinnamon on the palate. The second third is woody and will offer some gentle spicy notes. It has a very pleasant, calm, rich and oily finale. It reminds of the taste of sea food and 'Provencal gastronomy'.

Strength: Medium Bodied
US $ 40.00

Montecristo – Torpedo NO 6.1” Ø 52

A great classic cigar. Powerful from the start, the Montecristo No.2 tantalizes the palate with rich wood and spice flavors, yet maintains a creamy feel the whole way through. This is an excellent cigar that everyone must try in moderation!

Strength: Medium to Full
US $ 45.00
Shisha / Hookah / Waterpipe 水烟

Shisha is known by different names around the world and also commonly called Hookah and water pipe.

This is a Middle Eastern smoking tradition that began hundreds of years ago before the onslaught of cigarette companies. It is a pipe with a long, flexible stem that allows the smoke to be cooled by being made to pass through water.

Shisha is tobacco soaked in molasses, and then flavored with natural ingredients and perfumes. It is then smoked through a water pipe. The water is said to filter out some of the harmful aspects of the smoke.

Shisha tobacco comes in a variety of various fruity flavours:

- Mint
- Apple
- Cherry
- Blueberry
- Arabian Coffee

**Tobacco Alternatives**

100% nicotine free and lasts 20% longer than regular molasses

Tobacco Alternatives, revolutionary product produce actual smoke and highly flavoursome clouds of steam. Containing only natural minerals and glycerol, this is the guilt free way to enjoy your favourite shisha flavours.

- Steam Stones - Passion fruit
- Ice Rock – Watermelon

**US $20**

Below cigarettes are available at The Bar at US $ 10

- Marlboro Red
- Marlboro Gold
- Camel Light
- Camel Hard

All prices are in US Dollars & subject to 10% service charge and 12% G.S.T.
List is subject to change.
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